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ABSTRACT 

Background   The operator's ability in performing carotid stenting (CAS) has improved clinical outcomes. 

However, more than 3% of patients need to be treated again after CAS. Most of the cases 

requiring further intervention are affected by hyperplasia. The recommended procedure is the 

DEBalloon. On the other hand, the literature reports a small number of carotid 

neoatherosclerosis cases and is recommended to be treated using elective Micronet-covered 

stent.  Discriminating between the two types of in-stent-restenosis ISR (hyperplasia or 

neoatherosclerosis) is critical for a positive outcome. 

Case summary  We describe a case in which a patient treated with carotid stenting 8 years before, was 

diagnosed with ISR. Due to the development of neurological symptoms and progressive 

increases in Peak Systolic Velocity (PSV) eight years following carotid stenting, a DEBalloon 

was used in a carotid in-stent-restenosis (ISR) standard procedure. About ten minutes after the 

procedure, the patient developed hemiplegia consistent with the treated carotid territory. The 

implantation of a MicroNet-covered stent excluded the thrombus and reverted symptoms with 

a normal MR control at 24 h.  

Conclusion This case illustrates that when in-stent stenosis evolves years after the stent implantation, 

neoatherosclerosis should be assessed, and a MicroNet-covered stent should be considered. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, the operator's ability in performing carotid stenting (CAS) has improved clinical outcomes 

and, consequently, the number of patients treated [1]. However, more than 3% of patients need to be treated 

again after CAS [2].  

In fact, most of the cases requiring further intervention are affected by in-stent restenosis, which usually occurs 

in the first 6-12 months after post-implantation [3]. In the case of ISR, the European Society for Vascular 

Surgery (ESVS) guidelines suggest reintervention at level A and class I for symptomatic patients with 50-99% 

ISR [2]. The recommended procedure for ISR treatment [4] [5] is the drug-coated balloons (DCB), which 
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usually leads to successful and long-term flow restoration. The literature only reports small numbers of stent 

thrombosis after using DCB.  

Furthermore, acute carotid stent thrombosis after CAS (ACST) is an infrequent but potentially fatal 

complication [5]. It may occur in stents nearly a decade after implant [6].  

On the other hand, the literature reports a small number of carotid neoatherosclerosis cases that appeared after 

several years from stent procedure [3] [7]. The characteristic of neoatherosclerosis includes the formation of 

an unstable plaque prone to thrombus appearance consequent to a neo-plaque rupture [8]. Pathophysiology and 

risk factors of IRS neoatherosclerosis has been well documented by Nakamura [9]. Neoatherosclerosis has 

been already reported into carotid stents [7] [8] and is recommended to be treated using elective Micronet-

covered stent [8].   

Discriminating between the two types of ISR (hyperplasia or neoatherosclerosis) is not trivial, as illustrated by 

Garcia-Guimaraes [3], since Doppler PSV and Angiographic information may be similar. However, the correct 

identification of carotid neoatherosclerosis is critical for a positive outcome. 

We describe a case in which a patient treated with carotid stenting 8 years before, was diagnosed with ISR. 

The patient was treated according to ESVS guidelines with a DCB device, obtaining an optimal restoration of 

the vessel lumen. A few minutes later, the patient suffered an acute in-stent thrombosis questioning the 

convenience of DCB treatment according to the initial hyperplasia diagnosis suggesting neoatherosclerosis. 

The emergency was successfully treated by implanting a CGuard MicroNet-covered stent, which isolates the 

thrombus obtained a normal endovascular reconstruction. We illustrate that CGuard may represent treatment-

of-choice to protect against in-stent (neo)atherosclerosis complications, offering an innovative therapeutic 

option. 

 

 

METHODS 

A 55-year-old diabetic patient with hypertensive heart disease, who was treated with carotid stenting 8 years 

before, was referred to our facility because of a significant increase in PSV values in the last year, passing 

from 30 to 80% (currently, PSV at the eco-color-Doppler study was > 300 cm/sec). The same patient undergoes 

a coronary stent placement 3 months before the procedure, suggesting a generalised systemic progression of 

atherosclerosis. The patient was under dual antiplatelet therapy (plavix and cardioaspirin). However, in a 

neurological evaluation two weeks before the carotid intervention, the patient exhibited neurologic symptoms.  

Medication was the dual platelet, including AAS and Clopidogrel. 5000 IU Heparine was given with ACT 

control pre intervention. Using an ultrasound-guided approach of the right common femoral, a 5F catheter 

(Terumo) was used to engage the right common carotid. With a curved 260 cm stiff guide (Terumo), a 40° 

Mach1 (Boston Scientific) guiding catheter was advanced proximal to the ISR. Angiographic control 

confirmed the presence of tight diffuse ISR affecting most of the stent length. After positioning the Epi-filter 

cerebral protection system (Boston Scientific), a dilation was performed with a 4 mm medicated balloon device 

(DCB) at the level of the restenosis. At the end of the procedure, the filter was removed, and the optimal 

restoration of the vessel lumen was documented without evidence of filling defects. The patient was assigned 

in good health to the recovery area. 

Unexpectedly, ten minutes later, the patient initiates a state of confusion along with left hemiplegia, deviation 

of the gaze, and the buccal rim. The neurological evaluation informed an NIH score of 21. The immediate 

angiographic control documented acute in-stent thrombosis and slow-flow compromising the ipsilateral 

intracranial circulation. 

 

This interventional unity disregarded  stent aspiration, reserving thrombectomy bailout with thromboaspiration 

to the potential INR bailout, keeping focus to prompt carotid artery opening. 
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To tackle this emergency, an Epi-filter cerebral protection system was again placed, and a 9 x 40 mm 

micromesh stent (CGuard, InspireMD) was released slightly downstream from the end of the stenosed stent 

and gently post-dilated with a 5 mm balloon. The control angiography showed a resumption of the internal 

carotid flow with regular visualisation of the intracranial circulation. 

After the procedure, the patient documented an NIH score of 0 with complete recovery of functions. A brain 

MRI was performed 24 hours later and showed no restriction area attributable to acute or sub-acute ischemia 

affecting the right cerebral hemisphere. 

DISCUSSION 

This case report describes a patient diagnosed with ISR. The plaque appeared several years after the stent 

procedure and worsened significantly in a short time.  

Despite the guidelines recommended ISR treatment with DCB, the patient suffered an acute thrombosis 

resulting from a plaque rupture induced by the balloon. 

The combined unusual plaque evolution and the treatment complication suggested the presence of 

neoatherosclerosis instead of the initial hyperplasia diagnosis. Neoatherosclerosis is considered to have a low 

incidence in carotids. However, due to the increased population treated with carotid stents, the 

neoatherosclerosis will be more frequent in the future. The suspect of neoatherosclerosis must include 

restenosis in all patients with more the 3y implanted stents. The traditional treatment for In-stent Restenosis 

may produce iatrogenic stroke and acute stent thrombosis, like demonstrated in this case review. This may be 

relevant and might inform clinical practice.  
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Figure 1 Procedural images: (a) basal symptomatic in-stent restenosis (b) result after drug-coated 

balloons (c) acute carotid stent thrombosis after the DEBalloon (d) Final result after CGuard 

MicroNet-covered stent implantation 

 
 


